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Options

Gallicomfort
Turkey insemination bench

It's all about
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1 ergonomic arm rest for the inseminator...................................................
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1 stool for the inseminator.........................................................................................
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Related products
2.5ml poultry media - antibiotic free.....................................................................
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4ml poultry media - antibiotic free.....................................................................
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5ml Extendyl...................................................................................................................................
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70mm straws.............................................................................................................................
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MRA filling machine...................................................................................................
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Motorized kit....................................................................................................................
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Electric block.............................................................................................................
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Pump syringe for MRA filling machine..............................
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Poultry semen processing workshop.............................
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comfort!

What is Gallicomfort?

Why choose Gallicomfort?

Gallicomfort is a turkey insemination bench designed by an ergonomic specialist
to help improve both human and animal welfare, while maintaining productivity
levels.

Put your staff’s well-being first
Gallicomfort is designed to improve your staff’s
working conditions and reduce the risk of
musculoskeletal disorders:

•
•
•
•

Turkeys arrive at lifting height (no bending)
Carry weight reduced by half

7 tons
carried
Classical AI

Ergonomic arm rest

3,5 tons
carried
AI with Gallicomfort

Study carried out on a turkey farm in Brittany,
for 2,400 inseminations

Adjustable stool

Keep your efficiency in mind

$

Maintain high productivity levels

•

700 turkeys / hour with a team of 5 people

Train staff quickly

•

1 Turkeys are guided up an access ramp to the insemination bench.
2 Breeding crew members transfer hens, one at a time, at lifting height, to the
inseminator by sliding them across the bench’s table.

Make animal welfare a priority
Gallicomfort

is

designed

to

3 The inseminator, sitting on a stool, controls the hen by pressing the foot pedal.
This engages the leg holder and rollers to open the hen’s oviduct.

employees and animal welfare.

4 The ergonomic arm rest allows the inseminator to easily guide his arm from the
MRA to the hen with a filled semen straw for insemination.

hens to move around freely.

5 The inseminator then presses the pedal again to release the hen. A ramp
positioned below the bench allows for a gentle release.

Train new employees in 1 to 2 weeks

•
•

improve

both

Reduce the use of small pens, allowing for
Gentle handling: turkeys are softly slid onto
the bench for insemination. They are released
calmly down a ramp after insemination.

